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Summary 

Forms allow you to collect data from people efficiently. Service Autopilot’s Forms are flexible 
enough to meet your varied needs, and they are user-friendly in order to let you start collecting 

and interpreting information immediately. Here are some of the things you can use Forms to do 

for your business: 

• Set up procedure checklists for your Crews to show on the Mobile App before or after 

Jobs or at the start or close of the day. Fill those same Forms from the Desktop if you do 

not use the Mobile App. 

• Send surveys to your Clients to gauge their satisfaction or even their interest in a new 

Service you’re thinking of offering.   

• Create Job Applications or Expense Forms 

• Encourage people to join your mailing lists 

• Develop Audit procedures 

You could make a Form for almost anything you can imagine based on your company’s needs. 
Forms can be associated with Jobs or with actions/events on the Mobile App, with Clients, with 

Services, and they can also be emailed or embedded in your website. Versatile and easy-to-use, 

Forms can help you collect and interpret information in order to run your company more 

efficiently, cut expenses, grow business, and prosper. 

A Few Important Guidelines 

As you think about creating Forms, you want to be very careful about including or asking for 

sensitive information: information that is protected against unwarranted disclosure. Never have 

people fill out credit card information in a Form, for instance. Always consider what you are 

asking for, if you really need it, the purpose of your Form, and who will have permission to view 

those Forms that are completed and returned to you. 

Getting Started 

In order to start building and using Forms, you’ll need to turn them on and provide access to 
them for your Users who will be interacting with them. 

Enabling Forms 

Forms are a standard part of your Pro Membership and will be immediately available to initial 

Member-Users. For anyone else, you’ll need to grant permissions. 
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Permissions 

There are five individual Permissions associated with Forms 

functionality. When you have navigated to Settings > User 

Roles and Rights and chosen the Role you’d like to edit, you’ll 
find them on the far right of the CRM tab. 

 

View/Create Forms 

This allows Users to access the Form Builder and to create 

and save Forms. Without this Permission, Users will not be able to see the “Forms” option 

under Marketing. 

Edit Forms 

Edit Forms gives Users the ability to take a previously built Form and change the fields or 

functionality of that Form. 

View Office-Only Fields 

You have an option in the Form Builder to create administrative fields that are not viewable to 

Form respondents and into which you can enter notes. Who at your company can see those 

Office-Only Fields is up to you. If, for instance, you have a number of internal Forms that you 

use to evaluate Employees, you may want only Managers to be able to see the Office-Only 

Fields. 

Delete Responses 

Users who have permission to Delete Responses would be able to remove any Form responses 

deemed inappropriate, without value for your purposes, or otherwise containing information 

you’d prefer not to keep in Service Autopilot™ indefinitely; for example, perhaps a Client 

unthinkingly placed sensitive security information in a Form. If you have default text or 

numbers in a field, some respondents may not delete that before entering their responses, so 

having the ability to Delete Responses could help you clean up submitted Forms. 
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Get Form Alerts 

This will be a future enhancement to Forms functionality.   

We are working, currently, on how and where Alerts will be triggered. When you choose a 

“Create” option in your Form Settings for a particular Form, you will receive an Alert once a 

Form has been submitted, since those Forms will need to be acted upon by you in some way: 

Create a Lead or Client or Estimate Request or Contact Request. After you have completed the 

action, your regular Alert settings in Service Autopilot™ will take over. 

In order to see Alerts for Form submissions, you need Alerts turned on for Forms. In order to 

see the My Day screen “request” Alerts that are generated when you have processed a Form, 

you need to make sure Employee-level Alert settings are enabled (Settings > User Roles and 

Rights) and check-boxed in the Employee Edit screen in the “Alerts” tab.  

Where to Find Forms 

Once you have your Forms enabled and your Permissions set up, you should see a “Forms” 
option under Marketing in the Service Autopilot header. Clicking here will take you directly to 

your Forms home screen. This screen is formatted similarly to your home screens in other areas 

of Service Autopilot. It shows a list of your saved Forms as well as a button to add a Form. 
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Creating Forms 

Clicking the “Add Form” button will pull up and overlay screen with our Form Builder. This 

screen has all the tools you need to create and manipulate your Forms. 

The first thing you will do is decide if you want to load one of our Prebuilt Forms or start from 

scratch. You will see that the Form Builder automatically loads with a blank Form that you can 

start naming and adding fields to. 

Prebuilt Forms 

We have created dozens of Prebuilt Forms to get you 

started. They are completely customizable, however, so 

you can start with our fields and add or edit per your 

preferences or needs. Click on the “Prebuilt Forms” 
button at the top right corner of the Form Builder. This 

will pop up a small “Load Prebuilt Form” window with a 
dropdown of Prebuilt Forms. Choosing a Form will open 

it in your Form Builder, where you can customize it. 

 

 

Customizing Your Forms 

The left panel of your Builder contains three 

or four tabs: “Add Field,” “Form Settings,” 
“Form Layout,” and, after you have clicked 
into a field on your Form, a fourth tab 

named “Field Settings” which sits next to 
“Add Field.” 

This left panel will slide up and down as you build your Forms and scroll the page, with the 

exception of when you are editing a field. The “Field Settings” tab will not slide but will adhere 

to whichever field you are editing. 
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Building Your Forms 

Add Field 

Add Field does just that. Your fields are the individual pieces of information you ask of your 

respondents and range from “Name” to a series of radio buttons to show a level of satisfaction 

from one to ten. All your options for fields are laid out here. Clicking on one will automatically 

add it to the bottom of your Form, where you can then drag and drop it where you like and edit 

it in “Field Settings.” Most of the fields are self-explanatory, but we’ve pulled a few out for 
further explanation. 

• Section Break:  This field is not one into which your Form respondents are placing 

information. It is for you to give information. As a perforated line, it is a visual divider if 

your Form has discrete parts. It can also be a paragraph field in which you could write 

instructions or detailed questions. Let’s say that your company is ordering new shirts for 

all employees and has created a Form to gather information. Instead of using Help Text, 

which is additional information, this Form Field requires the Section Break information 

in order to correctly fill the fields. 

 

• Net Promoter: This field is different from 

the standard “Rating” field in that your 
Client’s most recent response will be 

recorded on the Client Record as a star 

rating. In a future enhancement, your 

many Clients’ cumulative responses will be 

displayed on your Dashboard as an 

average to give your company a general 

rating. 

• Review: see “Company Reviews” for information. 
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Field Settings 

Field Settings allow you to edit your fields. The editable options will change depending on the 

type of field you are editing, but all aspects of the field are editable except for the “Field Type.” 
If you decide you want a different Field Type, simply click the red “X” on the right of the field to 
delete the unwanted field. Edits take effect immediately. 

Field Label 

All Field options will allow you to create a Label, or title for that field, even if you’ve chosen 
something as self-explanatory as “Address.” Maybe you are creating a Spanish-Language form 

and need your “Address” to say “Dirección.” 

Field Width 

This determines how your field looks in your Form. It has no effect on the amount of data 

someone can enter into the field. That is determined by your choice for “Character Limit.” 

Default Value 

This setting will only appear when the field you have chosen to edit could have a default value. 

Multiple Choice, Addresses, and your basic Rating Fields are examples of those which will not 

populate the Default Value setting. Text and number fields, on the other hand, will give you an 

option to choose a Default Value. Remember that if you choose to enter default information in 

a field, people will have to erase that text before entering their own unless they are Tabbing 

through their fields.  

This could create frustration both for them and for you if you receive responses which include 

the default text at the beginning of responses. If you can say it in Help Text, do it; on the other 

hand, if you have a field in which you know respondents will almost always be starting with the 

same text, you could enter it to save them time.  

Let’s say your company has two branches, but one is considerably smaller than the other, with 
only a handful of employees compared to the three dozen at your home office. If you send a 

survey out to all of your employees, you might ask which Branch they work at and set the 

Default Value to your home office, since most people will be typing that in. 

Visibility Level 

This is where you determine if an individual field is something everyone with Forms permissions 

can see or only people with “Office-Only” permissions can see/use.  
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Help Text 

Text that you enter here will guide your respondents in correctly entering their answers. If you 

have a field that may be helped by prompts, put them in the Help Text. Your Help Text will 

generally appear to the right of your question in a Form. 

Because Mobile Devices have limited screen space, Forms filled out on the Mobile App will 

show Help Text as a question mark icon that respondents can tap to pull up the help text if they 

need it. 

 

 

Required Field 

If you check this box, people will not be able to submit 

the Form without entering an answer for this field. A red 

asterisk will appear next to the name of any required 

field. When someone attempts to submit a Form without 

a required field filled out, they will see a popup error 

window and the field will turn red to indicate that there 

is missing information. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
TIP: Have Employees who are English Language 

Learners? Use your Help text for Spanish or other 

language translations. 
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Map To 

In the Form Settings tab, the “Map To” field setting allows you to choose to populate various 

fields in your Client Edit screen with information from the Form.  

 

Field Tags 

You can decide if, based on the responses given to any field in a Form, you would like to add or 

remove a Tag.  A dialog opens to allow you to add conditions and choose the action that will be 

taken upon those conditions being met.  

 

Form Settings  

From Form Settings you determine the administrative-level pieces of your Forms: what 

happens with submitted Forms, when and where the Forms appear, and what you 

associate/attach them to. 

 
NOTE: When creating Forms that have actions 

associated with them, you must include Name and 

Address fields from the “Advanced” fields, and you  
must select “Map To” fields with which to associate 

them before you can save your Form.  
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Name 

Name is the title of your Form. This is what anyone who receives the Form sees, along with the 

description. 

Description 

Your Description will simply give a little bit more detail or perhaps a directive: “Submit this 
form to be entered in the raffle for a free Design Service!” It will appear under your Form 
Name. 

Confirmation Type 

Confirmation Type allows you to decide whether someone who completes the form will be 

shown a customized message or will be redirected to a web page that, again, thanks them or 

suggests a next step, etc. You may choose not to include your own confirmation message. 

Service Autopilot always includes a generic thank you message but will not automatically 

redirect respondents to another page.   

Send Internal Email 

If you would like to send any of your Resources, internally, a customized email message when a 

form is submitted, you may do so by clicking the Send Internal Email checkbox. It adds an 

“Email Options” link that opens a dialog wherein you can write the message and determine 
which Resource(s) or Role(s) to whom you would like to send a copy. Additionally, if there is an 

external email address or an internal one not included in the Resource/Roles selection, you may 

enter that in an “Email to” field in the dialog. 
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Send Email Confirmation 

Send Email adds an “Email Options” link to the panel where you can click to open a “Customize 
Email Message” overlay. You can send email to your Client’s Billing or Contact email address 

and either build your email in this screen or load pre-made email templates that you’ve created 
to go with certain Forms. Personalization fields are also available here. 

The “Send Form Copy” checkbox option, when checked, will send a copy of the completed 

Form, in the body of an email, to your Client, and you can also send a copy to your company 

email address. 

 

Show on Assets 

Show on Assets is for Forms that deal with 

things like vehicle maintenance. Checking 

this check box will remove extraneous 

Form Settings options.  

Your Show on Mobile option is still 

available, as you may have an associated 

Form that your Crew needs to fill out for 

something like an asset as shown.  

From Scheduling > Tracking > Asset, click an Asset to pull up an overlay which has a “Forms” 
tab at the top.  
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In that tab, you can see your 

Form responses associated 

with the Asset as well as fill 

out the Form. You can show 

up to six fields on this 

overlay to get you the most 

important information 

quickly.   

Show on Mobile 

Show on Mobile adds a link next to the checkbox in the panel, from which you can open a small 

popup with “Mobile Options.” The “Mobile Event” dropdown menu allows you to choose when 

your form is displayed for your Crews in the field: 

• Client 

• Job 

• Client/Job 

• Clock in for Day 

• Clock out for Day 

• Clock into Job 

• Clock out of Job 

Associating a Form with any of the first 

three Mobile Events will allow your Crew 

Leaders to choose those Forms from a 

list in the field.  
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Tags on Submit 

Tags on Submit adds a link in the panel to 

“Customize Tags.” Click it to see an overlay where 

you can add or remove one or more tags for a 

Client when a Form is submitted. You can also 

create a new Tag here. If you are doing marketing, 

associating a Tag with all the Clients who 

submitted a particular Form can help you filter 

those into a list for a follow-up email or a 

promotion.  If you have Tags associated with all 

Clients to whom you have not yet marketed a specific 

Service, you can remove that Tag once the Client submits your Form related to that Service. 

Tags on Click 

Tags on Click does the same, but it adds the Tag as soon as someone opens the Form. This is a 

good way to indicate that a Client has seen a certain form, much like requesting a receipt for an 

email, even if the Client doesn’t complete the Form and submit a response. Matching your Tags 

on Submit with your Tags on Click will give you an indication of the success of a Form. 

Create on Submit 

You may decide that just having someone fill out and 

send in a Form is not enough. You can follow up on 

Form submissions by creating an action to be done 

when someone has submitted specific Forms. Any 

action will display on your Responses screen. 

If you choose to Create Lead or Create Client, you 

must make sure that your Name and Address fields – 

selected from the Advanced fields – have a “Map To” 
field designated in their individual Field Settings. Your Form will not save without your having 

done this. 

When you choose an option from the Create on Submit dropdown, Source on Submit will 

appear below this setting. 
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Source on Submit 

After you have selected an action to perform when someone submits your Form, this setting, 

allowing you to choose to designate the Source for the Form response, will appear. When 

someone returns this Form, your Forms Response screen will display that Source. Where did 

this Form originate? Was it a door hanger? Did you make a special offer for customer referrals? 

Show in Timelines 

Show in Timelines will place the Form in a Client or Lead’s Timeline or in your Employee or 

Vendor’s Timeline in their respective screens. 

Associate To 

You can associate Forms to specific Services or To Do types. Dropdown menus for both will 

allow you to check which Services or To Do’s with which to associate the Form and also give you 

the chance to “check all.”  A Form associated to a To Do type, for instance, will be selectable in 
a section of the overlay of any To Do created under that type. Forms associated with Services 

will be selectable on jobs with those services on the Mobile App. 
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Form Layout 

From the Form Layout tab, you can make decisions about your Form’s appearance and security 
and customize your Submit Button. 

Template Type 

Choose your Form’s color scheme.  

Submit Button Text 

Your button doesn’t need to simply say “Submit.” If 
you’re sending out surveys and are giving away a free 
estimate or service to one lucky respondent, you could 

call your respondents to action with “Enter to Win!” 
for example. 

 

Show Logo (or Company Name) 

People filling out your Forms need to be confident that the information they’re giving you is 
safe. Branding your Forms with your logo will make respondents more comfortable with sharing 

that information and thus more likely to complete and submit their Forms.  

 You can choose from any of your three 

preloaded Service Autopilot Logos, all 

of which you can see at the bottom of 

your Company Information page in 

Settings > Company Information. 

If you have no logos loaded or prefer 

not to display your logo on a Form, you 

may still choose to display your 

“Company Name” or your “Company 
Display Name” to brand your Form. 
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Show Captcha 

When you want to be sure that real people -- not computer programs -- are filling out your 

Forms, you’ll want to Show Captcha. A “test” math question will load on your Form so that a 

respondent must type a correct answer in order to successfully submit the Form.  This added 

security can be useful if your Forms appear on your website, where any and all traffic could see 

it. 

 

 

 

 

 

Fields to Show 

You have the option of seeing up to six fields per Form anywhere that you can view submitted 

Forms in Service Autopilot™. This allows you to pull the information that is the most pertinent 

or important to you for quick viewing. The dropdown list will be populated by the field titles 

you have created for each individual form and will update dynamically as you add, drop, or alter 

fields. Below is a condensed view of how a Form responses appear on a Client Timeline. 

 
Ever wonder what CAPTCHA means? It’s a very long  
acronym that means “Completely Automated Public 

Turing test to tell Computers and Humans Apart.” In the 
1950s, Alan Turing introduced a test of a computer’s 

ability to imitate human behavior in text conversations.   
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Company Reviews 

If you want to have your Clients review your site and publish those reviews to your web site, 

you can do so by creating a Form that uses the Review Advanced Field.  

Once returned, this Form will give you the opportunity to create a Review that you can place on 

a web site using the Publish Forms feature. 

 

Clicking on the Create Review Request button pulls up a 

small popup asking for confirmation. Remember to view 

the Response before approving it. If you have 

administrative privileges for Forms, you might want to 

remove sensitive information or maybe pare down the 

comments to key points, if that is applicable.   
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Once you approve the request, the review, you can publish it to your web site. The code is 

available from the Publishing Your Forms page to copy and paste onto the web site of your 

choice and will look something like this: 

As you approve more Reviews, they appear in a list with the newest one at the top: 

Viewing Forms on Forms Home Screen 

When you have some saved Forms, you can return to your Forms Home screen and see your 

Forms listed out alphabetically. From here, you can do much more than click a Form to edit it.  

Your tabs across the top allow you to choose which Forms you view, and your page size is 

adjustable per your preference.   
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Actions Button 

Your “Actions” button gives you your bulk edit options. In addition to the 
usual options, you’ll see “Copy Form” here, which will duplicate any Form 

you have chosen and prompt you for a name for the new copy. This could 

be useful if, for instance, you are sending the same Form out to several 

different groups but you want each to have a slightly customized Form – 

maybe just a different Name that identifies the neighborhood or your long-

standing customers. 

 

Forms Home Columns 

The headers across your Forms Home display quick information about your 

Forms, including, of course, the ability to click on a Form’s Name or Description to open it in the 
Form Builder and edit it. Aside from that, however, your Forms Home screen has some 

additional functions. 

Fill 

If you click on the Form icon of the pen and paper under “Fill,” your Form will pop up in an 
overlay for you to fill out yourself. In the Response view, that response will then show as 

submitted by you. This is a good way to test your Forms and, if you have a Form that you want 

all Employees to fill out, anyone with a login and permissions can fill the form out from this 

screen. 

Responses 

The number of completed responses to your Form is 

displayed here. The number button shows two numbers: 

unread and total Responses.  

Clicking on the number button in this “Response” column 
will open a new screen with the Form responses.  
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The Response screen will open to your unread responses. The “All” tab will show unread 
responses in bold. Clicking the response line will open that filled-out Form in an overlay. Once 

you have read a response, the bold will disappear, as it has in the first response above, and 

when you refresh your screen, that response will move to the “All” tab, unless it is “Pending.” 

The “Pending” tab will show responses that are awaiting an action. In the Form Builder, in your 

Form Settings tab, when you choose an option for “Create on Submit,” you are creating an 
action that needs to be completed before the Form is processed.  

The final column on the right, “Process,” will tell you if there is still an action to be done 
regarding this Form. That response will also appear under your “Pending” tab. Perhaps, as in 
the example, you’ve told that Form to “Create [a] Contact Us Request” upon submission.   
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If you click on a response line, the overlay will give you the added option of creating that 

“Contact Us Request.” Click “Create” to change the status to “Processed” and move the 
response out of the Pending tab.   

Go to the My Day screen to see that you now have a Contact Request. 
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The “Submitted By” column: 

Remember that the person submitting a Form is not necessarily the person responding to the 

Form.  

In the above example, the first response was submitted by Cherie Colette. Cherie is a full 

Service Autopilot™ User; she filled the Form out from the “Fill” column on her Forms Home 

screen.  

The second submission was from Mister Allison, a Client to whom we emailed a link to fill out 

the form. Forms emailed to Clients will show as submitted by that Client.  

The final response, submitted directly from the Web, is anonymous.  

Any Form returned from an open web link will currently be submitted by “Anonymous,” as 
there is no way to be certain who filled a Form out. We cannot map a Form response that 

comes from your website the way we can a link sent directly to a Client like Mr. Allison. In a 

future version of Forms, you will have the option of binding the “Submitted By” field to the 
“Name” field on the Form itself. This won’t guarantee 100% accuracy, as people filling out the 

Forms online could use any name, but if you prefer to see the potential Client or Lead’s name 
instead of Anonymous, you could choose that option. 

Publish 

The “Publish” column allows you to share your Form on the Web in various ways. Clicking 

“Publish” will open a Publish Forms overlay with various copy options. 
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Publishing Your Forms 

The Publish Forms overlay contains all the code you need to publish your Forms to the Web in a 

variety of ways.  

Click into an area to expand it and see your code.  

All you need to do is click the “Copy” button, which selects all the code and copies it; then, go 

to your destination and paste the text. 
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Share with Your Network (The Link) 

You can share a basic link to your Form that will work for all social media sites, 

including tumblr, Facebook, and Twitter and email. This is a permanent link and will 

not need to be updated if you change the name of your Form. 

Embed 

If you want to integrate your Form into your external website, use this Javascript 

Embed Script.   

iFrame / Hosted Form 

An iFrame, or inline frame, is an HTML document that sits inside another HTML 

document. We give you the code with your Form information in it, hosted on our 

server, to embed an iFrame into your site. 

HTML / Full Form 

For those of you who have designers working on your site or who do your own 

design, we’ve also included the full HTML for your Form. With this you can style your 

elements however you wish. 

Company Reviews 

As you receive feedback from your Clients via Company Review Forms that you 

create, you can show those reviews on your site. They, too, appear in an iFrame. 

HTML / Stripped Form 

If you want nothing but the basics on the HTML you put up on your site, here is a 

stripped-down version with as little CSS as possible: so, without our framing and 

color themes, etc. This allows you to put your own in. 
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Emailing Forms 

From Client and Lead Screens 

You can send Form links to your Clients and Leads from their individual screens. When you have 

opened an email, you’ll see that there is an option under the Subject line to “Include Form.” 

If you choose “Yes,” you will see the “Search Forms” dropdown menu. Your Forms will show 

alphabetically in that dropdown.  

If you don’t include a “Form Link” or “Form URL” personalization field in the text of your email, 

Service Autopilot™ will include the Form Link at the bottom of the email that you send out.  

“Form Link” is a contextualized link, meaning that the email will say, “Click Here,” without any 
html coding showing.  

Including the “Form URL” will place the entire, lengthy html link in the email. 
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From Marketing  

Emailing from the Marketing tab in Service Autopilot will give you the same email options, 

except that you can send the emails out in batches to Clients.  

Remember that because of anti-spam legislation, you cannot currently send batch emails to 

Leads through the Marketing feature.  

Forms on the Mobile 

You can use Forms on the Mobile for a variety of purposes. Among other things, you can have 

your Crew Leaders fill out Job- or Procedure-Related Forms on a daily basis and create Forms 

that can be filled out in the event of an accident, damage, or an audit by one of your managers. 

Client-associated Forms can be filled out on the fly by your Techs as necessary as well.   

Any Forms associated with clocking in or out of either Jobs or the App will default to show once 

per 12-hour period. So, if your Team Leader clocks into a Job – or for the day -- and then leaves 

and returns several times, there will be no prompts to re-fill the clock-

in/out forms. Additionally, only the first person clocking into a Job for 

a Crew will be required to fill out the Forms associated with clock-in. 

Likewise, clocking out of a Job only brings up your clock out Forms for 

the first person to clock out. 

Although Forms can be edited or created only from the desktop, they 

can be viewed and filled out from the field. 

 

 

TIP: Create an email template to go with specific Forms to cut down on the time 

you spend building emails and including links.  
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 Job Detail Screen 

If a need arises for an extra Form to be filled out on a 

Job, any Forms associated with a Job or Client/Job will 

show in a list of available Forms while your User is in the 

Job Detail screen.  

Access your Forms from the Job Detail screen by tapping 

on your “Options,” which will pull up the bottom of the 
screen with your Forms as the lowest option.  

 

Tapping “Forms” will pull up new options from the bottom 

of your screen. Would you like to fill out a Form or View 

Responses?  Tap your preference.  

 

 

 

 

“Fill out Form” will take you to a list of the Forms 
associated with Jobs. You can select one and fill it out 

in a new screen. 

 

 

Tapping “View Responses” will take you to a list of 
completed Forms for that Job. 
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Client Detail Screen 

Forms associated with a Client or Client/Job will appear at 

the bottom of the list of options on any individual Client’s 
Screen on the Mobile.  

Tap on Forms to pull up the same “Fill Out Form” or “View 
Responses” options that your Job Detail Screen gives you.   

 

 

 

“Fill Out Form” will take you to a list of Forms associated 
with Clients. As with 

those Forms associated 

with Jobs, select one to 

fill it out in a new screen.   

 

 

 

Tapping “Completed Forms” will take you to a list of responses that you can tap to open the full 

results. 
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Forms in Timelines 

You have the ability to see Forms in Timelines for your Employees, Vendors, Clients, and Leads. 

The Forms tab will be the farthest right tab, and will only display Forms that you have chosen to 

“Show in Timelines” in the Form Settings tab of the Form Builder. 

You will see up to six fields that you have designated for individual Forms to show in the 

Timelines, and can click into a Form to see, edit, or delete the full set of responses based on 

your permissions.  

You can also fill out a Form from a Timeline. That Form, however, will show the User who filled 

it out as the respondent. 

  

Job Overlay on Dispatch Board 

The Job Overlay on your Dispatch Board contains a section for Forms. If you have any Form 

responses completed for Forms associated to particular Service types or Clients, those 

responses will display when you load the Overlay. If you would like to fill out a Form from the 

Overlay, click the “Fill Out Form” button to do so. 
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If a particular Job has none of the available Forms filled out, the Forms portion of the Overlay 

will not expand. Click on the Show/Hide links at the bottom of your Overlay to open Forms in 

order to fill a Form. 

You will not see the Forms link in the Job Overlay if you have no Forms associated with Clients 

or Service types. 

 

 

Reports for Forms 

There is currently one Report available for Forms. We will be 

adding additional Reports as we develop them.  

Accessing the Report 

Make sure that you give access to Users who need to see the 

Report, as all of our Reports have individual permissions. Go to the 

Settings > User Roles and Rights screen. You will see the name of 

the Report at the bottom of the “CRM Reports (cont.)” column 
with a checkbox next to it. 

 

Go to CRM > Reports and select the “Forms” tab.  
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Forms Summary Report 

You can dig into individual Forms to see details of the answers given. Hovering over fields will 

give you help text as well. You can see individual answers for questions, numbers for responses, 

and graphs of response percentages.  

If your question did not have a standardized answer, clicking to expand the answers will show a 

list of each response given.  

 


